Abstract. We describe simple tricks to compute the Manin black products with the operads Ass, Com and preLie.
Introduction
We notice that besides the relation of Ass • O-algebra, the tensor product operations (which we will simply call the cup products in the body of the paper) on C * (∆ 1 ; V ) = C * (∆ 1 ; K) ⊗ V Preliminary remarks. The author is not an actual expert on operads (and is afraid this might be painfully evident throughout the reading to anyone who is), accordingly, we will think of operads näively, as defined by the corresponding type of algebras. Moreover, although the constructions seem to make sense in more general settings (for instance, dg operads), we limit ourselves to work in the category Op of finitely generated binary quadratic symmetric operads on vector spaces over a field K.
Given a vector space V , we denote by V ⊗n , V ⊙n , V ∧n , n ≥ 0, the tensor powers, symmetric powers and exterior powers of V respectively. We shall always denote by (O, · i , • j , [−, −] k ) an operad in Op generated by non-symmetric products · i , i = 1, . . . , p, commutative products • j , j = 1, . . . , q, and anti-commutative brackets [−, −] k , k = 1, . . . , r: the relations shall be omitted from the notation. For the definitions of the Koszul duality functor − ! : Op → Op and the Manin white and black products − • −, − • − : Op × Op → Op we refer to [11, 12] . For the definitions of the various operads we will consider, where not already specified, we refer to [12, 13] .
We denote by ∆ 1 the standard 1-simplex, which shall be represented as an arrow →, by v i ⊂ ∆ 1 , i = l, r, the left and right vertex respectively, and by ∂∆ 1 = v l ⊔ v r ⊂ ∆ 1 the boundary. Given a vector space V , we shall denote by C * (∆ 1 ; V ) (resp.: C * (∆ 1 ∂∆ 1 ; V ), C * (∆ 1 , v i ; V ), i = l, r) the usual complex of non-degenerate (resp.: relative) cochains with coefficients in V . We shall depict a 0-cochain in C * (∆ 1 ; V ) as x → y , x, y ∈ V (moreover, we write x → for x → 0 and → y for 0 → y ), and a 1-cochain as − −− →.
A trick to compute Manin black products
In this section we shall introduce, and compute in several cases, endofunctors Op → Op which we denote by Ass • (−), Com • (−), preLie • (−), later we shall prove that these coincide with the functors Ass • −, Com • −, preLie • − respectively. 
is a dg O-algebra structure on C * (∆ 1 ; V ), and moreover the following locality assumption holds:
(2) for all closed subsets X ⊂ ∆ 1 (i.e., X = v l , v r , ∂∆ 1 , cf. the preliminary remarks) the complex of relative cochains C * (∆ 1 , X; V ) ⊂ C * (∆ 1 ; V ) is a dg O-ideal.
The functor preLie • (−) is defined similarly.
Definition 1.2.
A preLie • (O)-algebra structure on V is the datum of a dg O-algebra structure (C
V ) (we notice that in this case the locality assumption, that is, the fact that C * (∆ 1 , ∂∆ 1 ; V ) ⊂ C * (∆ 1 , v l ; V ) is a dg O-ideal, is satisfied for trivial degree reasons). 
In the same way, there are non-symmetric products • j , * k : V ⊗2 → V on V , defined by the formulas
y] k →, and moreover by Leibniz rule
Warning: the previous formulas will be used extensively troughout the computations of this section without further mention.
In other words, the datum of an Ass • (O)-algebra structure on V is the same as the one of
via the previous formulas: the requirement that these make the latter into a (by construction, local dg) O-algebra translates into a finite set of terniary relations on the operations ≺ i , ≻ i , • j , * k . More precisely, for every relation R(x, y, z) = 0 satisfied in an O-algebra, we get six (in general not independent) relations in the operad Ass • (O) as in the next lemma. 
Proof. The only if part is clear. For the if part we have to show that the given relations imply all the others. First of all, we notice that the only relations not trivially satisfied are those in total degree 0 or 1. Moreover, in total degree 0 all necessary relations follow by the locality assumption but the ones R( x →, y →, z →) = 0 = R(→ x , → y , → z ). In total degree 1, all the necessary relations are satisfied by hypothesis but the ones
For instance, to prove the first one we apply d to the relation 0 = R( x →, y →, → z ) (which follows by locality), and by Leibniz rule and the hypothesis of the lemma 0 = −R(
The others are proved similarly. Finally, if we denote by R(x, y, z) the relation R computed in the
, and by Leibniz rule R(x,y,z)
hence R(→ x , → y , → z ) = 0, and R( x →, y →, z →) = 0 is proved similarly. Example 1.5. We consider the operad Lie of Lie algebras. By the previous argument, an Ass • (Lie)-algebra structure on V is the datum of * :
In other words, * is an associative product on V . The other five relations to be checked in the previous lemma follow from this one by symmetry of the Jacobi identity, thus, we see that Ass • (Lie) = Ass, the operad of associative algebras.
We may repeat the previous considerations in the case of preLie
The analog of Lemma 1.4 is the following 
Proof. It follows from the proof of Lemma 1.4. Example 1.7. A preLie • (Lie)-algebra structure on V is the datum of * :
In other words, * is a right pre-Lie product on V . Since the remaining two relations to be checked in the previous lemma follow from this one by symmetry of the Jacobi identity, we see that preLie • (Lie) = preLie, the operad of (right) pre-Lie algebras. 
and similarly in the other case. 
The proof is postponed to the next section (it follows from theorems 2.6, 2.9, 2.12 and 2.14). In the remaining of this section we shall illustrate the result by several explicit computations. Example 1.13. Given non-negative integers p, q, r, we denote by Mag p,q,r the operad generated by p magmatic non-symmetric operations, q magmatic commutative operations and r magmatic anti-commutative operations with no relations among them. The previous arguments show that Ass • (Mag p,q,r ) = preLie • (Mag p,q,r ) = Mag 2p+q+r,0,0 , whereas Com • (Mag p,q,r ) = Mag p,r,q .
We introduce a further notation. Definition 1.14. Given operads O, P ∈ Op, we denote by O+P the operad defined by saying that an (O + P)-algebra structure on V is the datum of both an O-algebra structure and a P-algebra structure on V with no relations among them, while we denote by O × P the operad defined in the same way and by further imposing that every triple product involving an operation from O and one from P vanishes. It is easy to see that the functors − + −, − × − : Op → Op are Koszul dual in the sense that (O + P) ! = O ! × P ! for any pair of operads O, P ∈ Op. Example 1.15. We consider the operad (Ass, ·) of associative algebras. Given an Ass • (Ass)-algebra structure (V, ≺, ≻) on a vector space, we shall denote the associator of the associated product
Conversely, according to Lemma 1.4, the above six relations on ≺, ≻ imply the vanishing of
. Hence, we see that an Ass • (Ass)-algebra structure on V is the datum of two non-symmetric products ≺, ≻: V ⊗2 → V which are associative and such that moreover
With the notations from the previous definition we found that that Ass • (Ass) = Ass × Ass. By further imposing x ≺ y − y ≻ x =: x · y = 0, that is, x ≺ y = y ≻ x =: x ⋆ y, we see that the operad Com • (Ass) is generated by a non symmetric product ⋆ such that (x ⋆ y) ⋆ z = x ⋆ (y ⋆ z) = 0: in other words Com • (Ass) = nilAss, the operad of two step nilpotent associative algebras, in accord with Theorem 1.11 and the computations in [6] . To compute the relations of preLie • (Ass) it is convenient to replace the generating set of operations ≺, ≻ with the one ≺, = − ≻ op as explained in Remark 1.12, then we get the following relations according to Lemma 1.6 (notice that
which are exactly the dendirform relations for the products ≺, , thus preLie • (Ass) = Dend, the operad of dendriform algebras, which as well known is also Dend = preLie • Ass. 
and a second relation coming from Lemma 1.6, namely, (
• y, already follows from this one. We find that preLie • (Com) = Zinb, the operad of (right) Zinbiel algebra, according to the well known fact preLie • Com = Zinb [11] .
Example 1.17. We consider the operad preLie of (right) pre-Lie algebras. Given an Ass • (preLie)-algebra structure (V, ≺, ≻) on V , together with the associated dg pre-Lie algebra (C
, we find that according to Lemma 1.4 this is equivalent to the following relations on ≺, ≻ (the remaining three follow from these ones by symmetry of R)
These are precisely the relations of dendriform algebra, thus once again Ass • (preLie) = Dend. If we impose that the right pre-Lie product x·y = x ≺ y−y ≻ x on V vanishes, we get as well known [12] the Zinbiel relation for x ⋆ y := x ≺ y = y ≻ x, that is, once again Com • (preLie) = Zinb. Finally, in a preLie • (preLie)-algebra we get the relations (the remaining one follows from the first one and simmetry of R) The reader will recognize the relations of L-dendriform algebra [3, 11] . We recall the proof of the following fact, giving the two forgetful functors from the category of (preLie • preLie)-algebras to the one of preLie-algebras. Proposition 1.18. Let V be a vector space, together with non symmetric products ≺, ≻: V ⊗2 → V such that the following relations, where we put
Then the products ⊳, · are right pre-Lie products on V and [−, −] is a Lie bracket.
Proof. The relations in the claim of the lemma imply the pre-Lie relation for · according to the previous computations and the proof of Lemma 1.4. The fact that [−, −] is a Lie bracket follows.
Finally, we may write the second relation as
we find that
The bottom row is clearly symmetric in y and z, while the same statement for the right hand side of the top row is just another way of writing the first relation in the claim of the lemma.
19. An interesting example is the operad Leib of (right) Leibniz algebras: this is the operad generated by a single non symmetric product · and the relation 0 = R · (x, y, z) :
From Lemma 1.4 we get the following five indipendent relations on ≺, ≻
and the remaining one is equivalent to the last one. These are the precisely the relations of diassociative algebra on (V, ≺, ≻), in other words we found that Ass • (Leib) = diAss, the operad of diassociative algebras. If we further impose 0 = x · y = x ≺ y − y ≻ x and we put as usual x ⋆ y := x ≺ y = y ≻ x, the previous relations reduce to the two independent ones (x ⋆ y) ⋆ z = x ⋆ (y ⋆ z), (x ⋆ y) ⋆ z = x ⋆ (z ⋆ y): in other words, we found that Com • (Leib) = Perm, the operad of (right) permutative algebras. Finally, we consider the operad preLie • (Leib): this is generated by non-symmetric products ≺, ≻ and the relations, where as usual
These are equivalent to the following relations for ≺, ≻ 
in the operad Pois. These additional relations are easily computed, for instance
Proceeding in this way we find the following relations for •, *
Similarly, a Com • (Pois)-algebra structure on V is the datum (V, {−, −}, ⊛) of a Com • (Com) = nilLie-algebra structure (V, {−, −}) and a Com • (Lie) = Com-algebra structure (V, ⊛) such that moreover the above identities hold. Consider the one {x, y} ⊛ z = {x ⊛ y, z}: as the left and right hand side are respectively symmetric and anti-symmetric in x and y both vanish, thus we have the relations {x ⊛ y, z} = x ⊛ {y, z} = 0, ∀x, y, z ∈ V.
In other words, we found Com • (Pois) = nilLie × Com. Finally, a preLie • (Pois)-algebra structure on V is the datum (V, •, * ) of a preLie • (Com) = Zinb-algebra structure (V, •) and a preLie • (Lie) = preLie-algebra structure (V, * ), such that moreover, where as usual we denote by x•y = x•y +y •x and [x, y] = x * y − y * x the associated Com-and Lie-algebra structures on V respectively,
We conclude that preLie • (Pois) = prePois, Aguiar's operad of right pre-Poisson algebras [1] , in accord with the fact [9] that preLie • Pois = prePois.
Example 1.21. We consider the operad Perm: recall that a Perm-algebra structure, or (right) permutative algebra structure, on V is the datum of an associative product · which is commutative on the right hand side whenever there are three or more variables, or, in other words, satisfies the relations (x · y) · z = x · (y · z) = x · (z · y). Thus, an Ass • (Perm)-algebra structure on V is the datum of an Ass • (Ass) = Ass × Ass algebra structure (V, ≺, ≺), as in Example 1.5, such that moreover − −− →. In fact, as we saw in 1.5 the relations of preLie • (Perm)-algebra translate in the relations of preLie • (Ass) = Dend-algebra for the products ≺, , and we get the additional relations (where as usual x · y = x ≺ y − y ≺ x = x ≺ y + x y)
This is in accord with [11, Theorem 21] . These are the relations of dendriform trialgebra [7] , hence we found Ass • (postLie) = T ridend. If we further impose x ≺ y = y ≻ x =: y ⋆ x, x ⋆ y = y ⋆ x =: x ⊛ y, we find that the operad (Com • (postLie), ⋆, ⊛) is defined by the following relations
We shall denote this operad by postCom := Com • (postLie). We leave to the interested reader the computation of preLie • (postLie). We have morphism of operads 
It can be checked that this is the Koszul dual (postCom ! , ·, [−, −]) of the operad postCom := Com • (postLie) from the previous example. To aid in the computations, we notice that this is the same, up to changing the sign of the operation ·, as the operad we obtain from (postLie, ·, [−, −]) by further imposing the right Leibniz identity for ·. By the previous example and Example 1.19, we see that the operad Ass • (postCom ! ) is the same as the one we obtain from the operad T ridend of dendriform trialgebras by further imposing the diassociativity relations for ≺, ≻, and then changing the signs of ≺, ≻: the reader will readily verify that this is the operad Ass • (postCom ! ) = T riass of triassociative algebras by Loday and Ronco [7] . Likewise, Com • (postCom ! ) is the operad we obtain from (postCom, ⋆, ⊛), defined as in the previous example, by further imposing that ⋆ is a right permutative product, and then changing the sign of ⋆: the reader will readily verify that this is the same as the operad Comtrias of commutative trialgebras [10] .
A Koszul dual trick to compute Manin white products
We denote by − • − : Op × Op → Op the Manin white product of operads [11] , it gives Op a structure of symmetric monoidal category, and by − ! : Op → Op the Koszul duality functor. Recall that the Manin white and black products are Koszul dual, in the sense that 
Denoting by ∪ the usual cup product of cochains on C * (∆ 1 ; K), the Ass • (O)-algebra structure on C * (∆ 1 ; V ) will be given by the tensor product operations
explicitly, with the same notations as in the previous section,
− → * k → y , and the remaining products vanish. It is immediately seen that these operations satisfy the Leibniz identity with respect to d and the locality assumption from Definition 1.1. We will generically call the operations ≺ i , ≻ i , • j , * k on C * (∆ 1 ; V ) the cup products.
is generated by non-symmetric operations ≺ i , ≻ i , • j , * k , together with the larger set of relations making C * (∆ 1 ; V ) with the cup products a local dg Ass • (O)-algebra for every O-algebra V .
Next we want to describe a generating set of relations of Ass • (O). Given a terniary operation
in the cup products, we write R = σ∈S3 R σ , where S 3 is the symmetric group and R σ is spanned by triple products permuting the variables according to σ. As in the proof of Lemma 1.4, we see that the relation R(−, −, −) = 0 holds in C * (∆ 1 ; V ) if and only if 0 = R(
for all x, y, z ∈ V . We claim that this is true if and only if R σ (−, −, −) = 0 holds in C * (∆ 1 ; V ) for every σ ∈ S 3 , where the "if" implication is obvious. To fix the ideas, we consider the identical permutation id ∈ S 3 and prove R(−, −, −) = 0 ⇒ R id (−, −, −) = 0: the remaining implications are proved similarly. We obtain the desired conclusion again by Lemma 1.4, the point is that the only non-vanishing triple products that we can form out of the cochains 1 →, → 1 , 
It is best to illustrate the previous lemma by some examples. Example 2.3. We consider the operad (Com, •): in this case R ′ as in the previous lemma has to be non-symmetric itself, and since the space of non-symmetric relators of Com is one-dimensional, spanned by the associativity relation, we only get the splitting Returning to the initial remark, the difficulty in applying Lemma 2.2 is that we have to look for the splittings of any relation R ′ in O, and we can't limit ourselves to let R ′ vary in a generating set of these relations, so there is no telling us in general if we are missing some of the possible splittings. As in the previous computation, the easiest way around this, and what we will do in practice in the following examples, is to take advantage of the computation of the Koszul dual Ass • (O ! ) from the previous section. Of course, this depends on the yet to be given proofs of theorems 1.11, 2.6,2.9 and 2.12. We consider the operad (preLie, ·). The right pre-Lie relation (x · y) · z − x · (y · z) − (x · z) · y + x · (z · y) = 0 can't be splitted as in Lemma 2.2, for instance because there is no argument remaining inside every parenthesis. As the previous remark illustrates, this alone wouldn't be enough to conclude Ass • (preLie) = Mag 2,0,0 : on the other hand, this is true since it agrees with the computation of the Koszul dual Ass • (Perm) = nilAss × nilAss in Example 1.21.
We consider the operad (Leib, ·). Again, the right Leibniz relation (x·y)·z−x·(y·z)−(x·z)·y = 0 can't be splitted as in Lemma 2.2, on the other hand, this imply the relation
for the latter, we find the splittings
. We leave to the reader to check that this is a generating set of relations, for instance by computing the Koszul dual Ass • (Zinb) with the method of the previous section.
As a final example, we consider (Zinb, ·). In this case, we know form Example 1.19 that Ass • (Zinb) = (Ass • Leib) ! = diAss ! = Dend: in fact, we get the dendriform relations on the operad (Ass • (Zinb), ≺, ≻), corresponding to the splittings as in Lemma 2.2 (notice that the relation (x · y) · z − (x · z) · y = 0 holds in Zinb) 
The construction of the functor Perm • (−) : Op → Op is similar. Given a generic O-algebra V , the cup products on the complex C * (∆ 1 , v l ; V ) are defined by the same formulas as in the associative case. We want to describe a generating set of relations of Perm • (O) as in the associative case. We denote the elements of the symmetric group S 3 = {id, (123), (132), (12) , (13), (23)} according to their cycle decomposition. Given a terniary operation R(−, −, −) :
in the cup products, we write R = R 1 + R 2 + R 3 , where R 1 := R id + R (23) , R 2 := R (123) + R (12) and R 3 := R (132) + R (13) . By Lemma 1.6, the relation R(−, −, −) = 0 holds in
for all x, y, z ∈ V . We claim that this is true if and only if so is R i (−, −, −) = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3: again, we limit ourselves to show R(−, −, −) = 0 ⇒ R 1 (−, −, −) = 0. This time, the point is that the only way to form a non-vanishing triple product out of
putting the degree one cochain Proof. This is done as in Theorem 2.6 by noticing that the relations of Perm • O-algebra are satisfied by the cup products on the tensor product C * (∆ 1 , v l ; V ) of the right permutative algebra (C * (∆ 1 , v l ; K), ∪) and a generic O-algebra V . Conversely, given a generating relation R(−, −, −) = 0 of Perm • (O) as in the previous lemma, it is straightforward to check that this holds more in general in the tensor product A ⊗ V of a generic Perm-algebra A and a generic O-algebra V . 
corresponding to the three independent relations
in the operad Perm • (Pois). In fact, these are the relations defining Aguiar's operad Perm•Pois = (preLie • Pois)
! of dual pre-Poisson algebras [1, 9] .
We consider the operad (Ass, ·): then we know Perm • Ass = diAss. In this case, the relations we find as in Lemma 2.8 turn out to be the diassociative relations for the generating products ≺, :=≻ op of Ass • (O): in fact, we find 0 = (x·y)·z−x·(y·z) We consider the operad (preLie, ·). We split the right pre-Lie identity as 0 = Since we may split → y·z both as → y ≺→ z =→ y·z =→ z ≻→ y , and similarly for → z·y , we get the two independent relations (α ≺ β) 
. We leave to the reader to check that this is a generating set of relations, and in fact the operad (Perm • (preLie), ≺, :=≻ op ) with the relations
is the Koszul dual of the operad preLie • (Perm) from Example 1.21.
We finally come to the definition of Lie • (−) : Op → Op. In this case, we consider the complex 
to show that this is graded symmetric in the last two arguments, we compute
We are finally ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1.11: this will follow from the following theorem and theorems 2.6, 2.9, 2.12.
Theorem 2.14. The following
are pairs of adjoint functors.
Proof. We consider the case of Ass
So far we used overlapping notations for the generating sets of operations of Ass • (O) and Ass • (O): this isn't practical to prove adjointness, thus, only for this proof, we will have to change notations; moreover, we will use slightly different generating sets than the ones we used before. We consider first the case of a non-symmetric operation · 
We have to show that this is a morphism of operads. Given a generic Ass 
Next we consider the second composition. We have Ass 
